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Artwork Guidelines

Supported Software and Versions

We can accept artwork created from the following software:

Artwork Checklist

Considerations when Creating Artwork
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Software Package Version

Adobe InDesign Version CC (Creative Cloud) or below
Adobe Illustrator Version CC (Creative Cloud) or below

Adobe Photoshop Version CC (Creative Cloud) or below

1. Outline all fonts used ✓
2. Always allow a minimum of 5mm bleed ✓
3. If possible, use Pantone Spot Colours not CMYK mixes ✓
4. A vectored path sized correctly and supplied separately for any profile-cut printed signage ✓
5. Sufficient resolution for bitmap images ✓

We are always pleased to accept your artwork in electronic format. It is important, however, that data be sent in a 
recognisable format, depending on job requirements.

• To achieve a target output resolution of at least 75ppi any bitmap images will need to have sufficient resolution in them 
if you’re working to a smaller scale. So, for example, you’re working at 25%, all image resolutions will need to be at least 
288ppi.

• Outline your fonts whenever you can, if it is going to be put through our iCut system, or is going to be cut vinyl it is 
absolutely imperative that they are outlined (see the section ‘A Word about Fonts’ for more detail).

• Make sure any extra channels created in Photoshop are removed prior to saving for output.

• If you are creating artwork that is going to be cut vinyl, it has to be in the form of vectorised data, not bitmap data (see 
the section entitled Bitmap and Vector Graphics). Placing a bitmap into your DTP package and saving it as an EPS is not 
suitable as we would then have to convert it ourselves in order to cut it. This places additional unplanned production 
times and costs on the job which may not have been previously agreed. We are happy to convert any bitmapped data 
for vinyl cutting provided it is arranged beforehand and the bitmaps are of sufficient resolution.

• Try to use Pantone spot colours when creating your artwork, keep the names assigned to them by the software you are 
using and do not convert them to CMYK, this will enable us to output colour in your artwork as accurately as possible.

• Any fonts used in Photoshop need to be rasterised as a final step before saving for output; this means that the fonts do 
not need to be supplied with the file.

• For banner artwork add 10mm extra bleed onto the finished size and allow for a 50mm ‘safe area’ inset from the edges 
which you will need to keep ‘stand-out’ design elements such as text away from

• With artwork for Banner Roll-ups allow an additional bleed of 200mm at the bottom so it can roll into the cassette.

Note: If you do not posses any of the above, save it as a PDF

There is a lot of information in the following sections which we hope will be of use, however for the more experienced we 
have drawn up a shortlist that covers the priorities you should be doing to your artwork prior supplying it to us:



Bitmaps and Vectors

Image Resolution
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An example of a vectorised graphic on the left and a bitmap version
on the right.

Fig 1.

Fig 2.

Fig 3.

Vector graphics are made up of mathematically defined lines and 
curves called vectors and are resolution independent - they can be 
enlarged to any size without losing detail. This makes them Ideal for 
graphic elements that have a defined outline such as for typefaces 
or a logo.

Bitmaps are made up of pixels making them resolution dependent; 
changing the pixel dimensions of a bitmap image can cause a loss 
in image quality and sharpness. Remember to take this into consid-
eration when preparing your artwork; please see our section - Image 
Resolution Explained for further clarification.

We understand that creating artwork for large signs at actual size is often impractical, particularly if it is mostly composed 
of image files. However with some forward planning and a good understanding of how image resolutions work you can 
keep your filesizes down yet keep the final output quality high.
There are three properties that dictate the resolution of an image:
1. Physical Size (in inches)
2. PPI (Pixels Per Inch) the resolution of the image
3. Pixels – the exact number of dots both horizontally and vertically that make up the image

Pixel dimensions govern detail in an image and the resolution determines how 
much space the image is printed over. For example an image that is 300 pixels 
wide by 300 pixels high with a PPI of 100 is exactly 3 inches by 3 inches (see how 
Photoshop works it out in Fig 1). If you increase the physical size by 200% 
without resampling it will now be 6 inches by 6 inches at 50 PPI (see Fig 2.), this 
will result in a noticeable drop in quality of the image. You can’t improve a lower 
quality image by printing it at a high resolution, changing the print resolution of an 
image simply makes each pixel larger which results in pixelation.
Photoshop can be used to ‘resample’ the image when it is enlarged to retain it’s 
original PPI (see Fig 3.) however because there was insufficient pixel resolution to 
begin with the result will be a softening or blurring of the image as additional 
pixels are added to compensate.
Image resolutions of 300 PPI or more are used for printed paper publications 
(magazines etc). In the sign industry artwork sizes generally tend to be much 
larger than standard stationery sizes (A4, A3, US Letter etc) and are often beyond 
a metre (1000mm) in width, height or both! Working with artwork that contains 
images at these sizes with a resolution of 300 PPI or more will result in significantly 
longer processing times and will use considerable amounts of RAM and hard 
drive space.
It is unnecessary to use such high image resolutions for a couple of reasons: 
Firstly, in order to properly view a sign over a metre wide one has to stand much 
further away, this has the effect of naturally ‘scaling’ any images on the sign, the 
further you move away the better they look.
Secondly, most large-format printers only print up to resolutions of 720 DPI (Dots 
Per Inch), an image that is 100 pixels wide may need to be 400 to 600 dots in 
width in the printed output; if a 100x100-pixel image is to be printed inside a 
one-inch square the printer must be capable of 400 to 600 dots per inch in order 
to accurately reproduce it.
With this in mind best practice is to prepare your artwork with a final output 
resolution of around 75 PPI then if you have to work to a smaller scale increase 
the resolution based on the scale. So for example if you want to work at half size 
(50%), make your resolution 150 PPI or if you want to work at quarter size (25%) 
make your resolution 300 PPI.
 



Applying Bleed
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An example of low resolution enlargement causing pixelation

No bleed can affect print-finish considerablySetting bleed

Remember that there has to be sufficient resolution to begin 
with, if you are working with images that were used for a 
litho-printing environment then there’s a good chance there 
will be enough resolution to enlarge them 3 or 4 times their 
original size but any bigger and a noticeable drop in quality 
will happen.

Using Photoshop to increase the resolution by resampling 
plus some creative ‘play’ with some of Photoshop’s blur and 
sharpen filters can get some extra sizing out of an image 
although how successful you are with this method much 
depends on the image’s composition.

If you really need to maintain quality and your budget allows 
it we recommend employing the services of a professional 
photographer or if you’d prefer keeping it ‘in-house’ 
purchase a good quality digital camera in the 10-20 meg-
apixel range. You can also use an online photographic 
library; they offer professionally produced high resolution images at competitive rates, but check the copyright information 
accompanying each image as there may be some restrictions on usage in public.

Doing a Google search for images is not recommended, whilst it is possible to filter for high resolution images there’s 
always the issue of copyright infringement - due to the ‘open’ nature of the Internet there’s no easy way in telling that the 
website hosting the image you want has obtained permission to use it. If you don’t use filtering, most images found will 
have been optimised for web browsing and they will have been saved in JPEG, GIF or PNG formats, all of which sacrifice 
quality for web page loading speed. Attempt to enlarge one of these images and you will get a choppy, blurred image that 
will become indistinguishable, even when viewed from a distance.

Ultimately, spending a bit of extra time on getting the right image resolution really is worth it, as it will save additional 
production time for everyone involved and guarantees your images will be of good quality.

Setting bleed is the process of altering the covering area of any graphical elements in the artwork that touch the edges of 
the printable area. This is done to avoid the possibility of whitespace appearing at the edges where it isn’t intended when 
the finished print is cut to size. We require bleed to be applied at all times and it needs to be a minimum of 5mm extended 
outwards from the edges of the intended print area.

Remember that if you’re working to a scale the bleed size should be calculated accordingly so for instance, if you’re working 
at a quarter size, the bleed (based on the 5mm requirement) needs to be 1.25mm.

Artwork for signs that will be ‘tiled’ as a set of panels will still require bleed but only at the left hand-side of the left most 
panels, the right-hand-side of the right-most panel plus top and bottom of all panels. Where the artwork is divided to form 
each panel overlaps are created automatically by the RIP print software to ensure a proper join. 



Profile-Cut Artwork

A Word About Fonts
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If your sign’s shape is something more a little more fancy than just a square or rectangle, we will need to use a generated 
vector-format outline to cut it out using our Routers or iCut system. Creating and supplying this for us yourself can be a 
real help. If you are doing this in Photoshop do not use the ‘stroked paths’ feature, instead create normal vector paths then 
use Photoshop’s ‘export paths to Illustrator’ option or copy and paste the path into Illustrator where it can be saved out 
correctly, the file format should be either Illustrator CS/CC version .ai or .eps.

Printed Shaped

Panel Area

Printfile

Cutfile

Vector shape

to be cut, saved

as a separate file

Bleed area

Fonts are licensable software and should be treated as such, if you wish to supply us font code used in your artwork 
please check the EULA (End User Licence Agreement) accompanying each font that you have permission to do so.

There are a couple of methods you can use to avoid the need to supply the font code separately:

1. Outlining – called ‘Create Outlines’, ‘Convert to Paths’, ‘Convert to Curves’ or ‘Text to Box’ in a number of software 
applications, this method converts the font metric data into vectorised shapes. When the file is prepared for printing, the 
RIP system no longer needs the original font data; it takes the geometry from these shapes. Be careful though, outlining 
will strip away your ability to make corrections to the written content so only do this on a finalised version, use ‘Save As’ 
then choose another filename to create a copy rather than overwriting your original!

2. Embedding – This is where the font metric code is included in the file when it is saved for printing. PDF and PS 
formats support this feature and some font EULA’s (End User Licence Agreements) provide the ability to embed fonts in 
preview and printing environments. However we advise you to check your licence terms carefully as some font foundries 
don’t allow it. You should also make sure that your artwork has been proofed and sized correctly because even if the 
font has been successfully embedded in the document, if we are asked to make changes to it or will need to do some 
pre-press work on the document we would have to possess a licence for the font(s) in order to do so, this will delay 
production time and increase costs.

Of these two methods outlining is the most practical, particularly for artwork containing a small amount of text, it is also 
mandatory if your artwork is going to be cut vinyl and it particularly helps us if we need to use our iCut system because 
we will need to open the file to perform a small amount of pre-press work prior to cutting out prints.

Embedding is useful for artwork containing complex typesetting (such as ligatures and other special characters unique to 
the font style) or with multiple paragraphs of small sized text. QuarkXpress and Adobe Indesign, popular software for this 
kind of work, supports exporting to PDF and PS formats where embedding fonts is an option. They also support outlining 
but it is not a primary feature and therefore not wholly successful when applying it on large volumes of typesetting.
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Create Outlines command

Type is now vectorised, anchor points can be seen at the corners

Outlining Fonts - Adobe Illustrator
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Outlining Fonts - QuarkXpress

Text to Box command in QuarkXpress

Font has been outlined but as illustrated a copy is created and offset below the original, making it awkward to re-position, especially on large volumes 
of typesetting. This is a good example showing why this feature is not a primary one in QuarkXpress, consider using font embedding (always check 
your font EULA for permission to do this) or a software package that is better suited for font outlining.
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‘Rasterise Type Layer’ command - the type becomes part of the overall bitmap image which avoids formatting issues if
we don’t have the font on our system

‘Create Work Path’ command - vectors are generated, which can then be used for profile cutting

Outlining Fonts - Adobe Photoshop
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Outlining Fonts - Adobe InDesign

Create Outlines command in Adobe InDesign

Font converted to outlines



In order for a vehicle wrap to be produced successfully there are a number of things that need to be done before you start 
on the artwork:

1. Identify the make, model, year and colour of the vehicle, take measurements if possible

2. Check the paintwork for dents, scratches or rust and if any are found, make sure it’s corrected

3. Confirm that the vehicle doesn’t already have graphics on it and if it does, organise having them removed

You need to have a vehicle outline to work to, either supplied by us, or by someone else, one is illustrated below:
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Preparing Artwork for Vehicle Wrap Production - Preflight Checks

A 2015 Mercedes Sprinter LWB/HR

In the illustration above a number of issues are highlighted that you should take note of:

1. Does the vehicle have glass on the rear doors? If so, can the glass be covered? If not then we would need to use 
Contravision window vinyl, which would affect the overall finish of the wrap on the rear of the vehicle.

2. Does it have sliding doors on both sides?

3. Are the bumpers painted? If they aren’t, we will not fit any vinyl to them, this can also adversely affect your layout.

4. If you intend on placing something on the roof be aware that van roofs very often have deep ridges which can distort 
your design due to the vinyl conforming into the grooves, it can also increase fitting time by as much as half-a-day.

Our vehicle outlines are supplied in two formats - Adobe Illustrator and Gerber Composer - if we supplied one to you it 
would be in Adobe Illustrator format. It is scaled to 1:20 of original size, so enlarging it 500% will bring it up to one quarter 
(or 25%) of the actual vehicle size. We recommend doing this instead of working on the 1:20 scale because it will be easier 
to calculate how much image resolution you’ll need if you plan to use bitmap images in the design. You may be able to 
work at actual size but it depends on the chosen vehicle, some are too big for Illustrator’s maximum working area.

1
2

3

3

3

4

2



To print a wrap we are restricted by the width of the vinyl we print on so in order to fit them to a vehicle we have to produce 
them in ‘drops’ similar to wall paper.

We plan a printed wrap as illustrated below, this will differ between vehicle models but the overall principle is the same:

Our production process for a van wrap is based on what the artwork supplied to us consists of:

1. If the artwork consists of a solid colour background with type and logos on it, we will look to use a coloured wrap 
vinyl then overlay any logos/text.

2. If the artwork consists of a full colour image as the background, or uses gradients, complex shape combinations or 
patterns we will print it all onto printable wrap vinyl.

It is important that we see a low resolution visual of the design to be produced well in advance of the vehicle being booked 
in with us so we can plan which processes we will need to use. There is a big difference in the production times between 
methods 1 and 2 listed above. 
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Printed Vehicle Wraps - Artwork Preparation

Note the positioning of the drops (indicated in magenta), they overlap each other to allow for bodywork panel/door joins 
and extend out from the bodywork by at least 100mm in all directions. This is important as it helps our fitters and prevents 
placing unecessary stress on the vinyl if it has to be stretched to fit. When planning your design you need to make sure 
you put enough bleed on the height and width (explained in the next section). Also note that the drawing above shows that 
the van has plastic textured bumpers, which the vinyl will not stick to. For the vehicle you are working on you will need to 
confirm this as it will affect your final layout.
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When your design reaches the corners of a vehicle you need to take into consideration that it won’t just end like it does in 
the 2D drawing of the vehicle outline. In the example below (highlighted in green), it will need to continue over enough to 
be wrapped around the corner, above the rear light cluster and end where the rear door hings. This means that it may 
clash with the rear section of the van if you plan to use different background images and/or colouring.

The same applies for the top of both front quarter panels where they meet the bonnet: 

It is advisable that you avoid placing any images or complex patterns in these areas as they will become distorted as the 
vinyl conforms over the bodywork. Consider using a flat colour as a transition between these areas or a more subtle 
random pattern effect if it is acceptable for your design. 
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Of course, there are many vehicle model shapes that offer different design challenges, this is why it is so important to 
inspect the vehicle yourself if you get the chance. Or at the very least obtain a set of good quality photographs you can 
use to study potential tricky areas of the bodywork and failing that, use Googe Image search. Enter the make, model and 
year and you’ll get plenty of results you can reference from.

Note how the solar cell effect pattern angles downwards as the vinyl was applied 
around the corners of this Smart Car, situations like this will always happen and the 
bolder the pattern the more noticeable this will become.

It is possible to produce a wrap with seamless joining around corners, take this Merc 
Sprinter wrap for example, the background pattern (in this case a box texture) is 
much more subtle and less noticeable when the vinyl is wrapped around the corners 
of the van.



How we go about the production process depends very much on the design, take the examples below, in Fig A. we would 
look to use an orange-coloured wrap vinyl and fit white vinyl text over the top. However, in Fig B. the type has a drop 
shadow behind it, so we would print it all on a printable wrap vinyl. The colour differences, finishing and production times 
between Fig. A. and Fig B. are considerably longer and would need to be taken into consideration prior to confirming a 
fitting date.

Try to avoid using excessive masking when producing your design, we often have to unmask parts of the artwork in order 
to get them into the drops for printing, or for areas of the print we’ve identified that need to be cut out and applied sepa-
rately. Look at this example below:
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Scaling

TypeType
Fig A. Fig B.

For this job we needed to cut the arc separately from the print, so it involved extracting it from the supplied artwork, unfor-
tunately, with preview turned off (shown right) masking had been used to hide a set of concentric circles. This caused 
additional work to isolate them and create the desired arc shape to be cut out. 
Postscript printers have the ability to ignore masked off areas, this is a great feature and saves a lot of time if the job is 
only going to be printed, however vinyl plotters ‘see through’ the masking which means we have to spend additional time 
picking it all apart to get what we need cut out.

We require wrap artwork to be saved at a specific scale, preferrably at 25% (or one quarter size) of the vehicle’s actual 
size. We use that scale because it’s just about right for most vehicle outlines to fit inside Adobe Illustrator’s maximum 
working area. If you provide your artwork scaled to fit an A4 page, the original scaling point-of-reference is lost, forcing us 
to manually enlarge it against new correctly scaled outline. If the artwork is very complex, this can take some time to do 
and can potentially cause fitting problems if not sized correctly. There could also be quality problems with any bitmap 
images because they may be enlarged beyond their target output resolution.
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Tips on what file formats to use

Showing how EPS format sees
object placement 

PDF options from Adobe Illustrator’s ‘Save As’ command,
showing compression options disabled for optimal printable
PDF file

Untick as indicated for maximum file portability

Once you have created your artwork and it is ready to send to us there are a number of different file formats to choose 
from. The following section outlines the types we can accept and tips for saving them so we can output them efficiently. 
Always include colour visuals on laser or inkjet printed-paper or sent to us via e-mail as a low-res PDF.
EPS Format

Encapsulated Postscript or EPS for short is a graphics file format that’s been around for as long as the DTP Industry has 
existed. It is a popular format to use for file transport because it uses the PostScript language which is widely used in print-
ing technology and it is designed to be a mostly self-contained format. A couple of pointers to bear in mind:

• Outline any fonts.
• If you have placed ‘linked’ images make sure you check any ‘include images’ option when saving.
• If your artwork contains objects using transparency effects make sure you save using Postscript Level 3, which 
supports transparency. This does not apply in Photoshop, where you would normally have to ‘flatten’ your artwork prior 
to saving thereby automatically blending in any transparency effects.
• EPS does not use the document’s page borders as it’s boundaries, it uses the outermost objects within the document 
so double-check your bleed and any objects placed around the intended print area.

PDF Format

Portable Document Format was developed by Adobe to enable people to send documents to others who haven’t got the 
software the document was originally created in, this makes it an ideal format for sending artwork:

• If you intend to embed your fonts check the EULA’s accompanying them that you are allowed to do so. If your artwork 
is going to be cut vinyl, outline them prior to saving.
• If you’re working to scale remember to check your bleed size accordingly.
• Do not use compression for images, text and lineart.
• PDF uses the page boundaries only, anything on the pasteboard area of your software is ignored; if your layout bleeds 
off the edge of the page area set the bleed option in your software and remember to tick them in the PDF export options.
• When you save a PDF from Illustrator any imported ‘linked’ objects (images for example) will be automatically embedded 
in the PDF file. However always remember to untick the ‘Preserve Illustrator Editing Capabilities’ option. This will prevent 
Illustrator attempting to find linked images from the computer they were linked from and force it to work with the  
embedded content instead, this will help if we have to open it to perform some additional pre-press work.

TIFF Format

Stands for Tagged Image File Format and is used for saving bitmaps, this is a much simpler file format for us to work with 
however it is extremely important that there is enough resolution in the file for use to print it successfully. It is also makes 
it very difficult to edit the file if the dimensions need changing or corrections need to be made so double-check your 
artwork thoroughly before attempting to save in this format. If your artwork is to be cut vinyl this format is not acceptable.

We can accept artwork saved in a huge range of formats, although it is important to remember that there are many file 
types we can read (such as Microsoft PowerPoint, Word, Excel, GIF, PNG, WMF) we may not be able to work from them 
to a sufficient standard.

Printable area

Bleed area

EPS file save boundary



Sending the artwork to us
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E-mail

The e-mail system is not designed as a transport medium for large size files, in fact most ISP’s cap individual 
e-mail sizes up to a maximum of 50mb, please bear this in mind when saving artwork that you intend 
to send us via e-mail. Place your file(s) into a ZIP archive for optimal transfer. Our general e-mail address 
is: info@action-graphics.co.uk

We can accept artwork sent via a large file transfer services such as Dropbox or Hightail.

Optical Media

We can accept CD-R/CD-RW and DVD-R/DVD-RW type discs, Apple Mac OSX
and Windows formatted.

USB Sticks

Please make sure that it only contains your artwork files.

Laptops

Contact us in advance so arrangements can be made to ensure a safe transfer of data.
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